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Summary:
Punctuality matters. Every dedicated person wants to arrive at school, at work or any appointm

We value time but how are we sure that all people cooperate? There are some slow-drivers on th
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Punctuality matters. Every dedicated person wants to arrive at school, at work or any appointm

We value time but how are we sure that all people cooperate? There are some slow-drivers on th
Busy streets will not allow you to sort out the good and the not-so good drivers.
Identifying the ˆslow driver˜ is so difficult. Of course, we cannot judge people. Do not lose

Occupying the tenth spot for the slowest car is the CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY. It is a minivan w

The ninth slowest is the BUICK CENTURY. Buick Century was a model name used by the Buick divis

FORD AEROSTAR comes next as the 8th slowest. It is described as ˆbox with wheel˜. It is the mo
Moving slow on the seventh spot is the CADILLAC DEVILLE. It is manufactured by General Motors
The sixth is FORD AND CHEVVY CONVERSION VANS. This is only true for old models.

A small car may seem fast. This is false for GEO METRO for it is the fourth slowest auto. It f

NISSAN SENTRA hits the third place. Old sentras are really ˘ slow. It is a compact made by Nis
A 5-mile per hour electronically is really a slow performance. That makes TOYOTA COROLLA as a
By far, the slowest one and must must be ignored is the TOYOTA CAMRY. Be it old or new, it is

Upon knowing this list, be more cautious. For those who have this car models, our apologies. F
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